
 

OH Tutorials nextweek

Post lecture Practice questions inking

Let X be an arbitrary set

Def A topology onX is a collection I EPCx satisfying

a P X et
a Unionsofsets int arealso int closedunderunions

3 finite intersectionsofsets int arealso int closedunder
finiteintersection

Thesesets are called opensets

Thepair Hit iscalled topological pace

A topological property is one onlythat only depends onthe choiceof
opensets only depends on T

Prop
A Continuous functions

limitpoints boundarypoints interiorpoints isolatedpoint



Wewill Study A boundednese requires a notion ofdistance between
Pointscalled ametric

each very
rigorous comma

Connectedness Path connectedness

Convergence of sequence
Smooth requires a differential structure

Completeness require ametric

Uniformlowtinuly n

ExamplesYTapdogyi

Discrete Topology I disade PIX

IndiscreteTopology Tindesente d IX

Co finite Topology Teofinite DEX OCis finite U 0

Co Countable TopologyTco Countable VEX O iscountable

Exc showthey areindeed topologies 09013

A Standard topology on IR Tstandard unionof Men balls

Show openballs are nota topology



arent all aredefined using the metric day Elitist

Comparing Topologies

Def let Ti and tr be two topologies X
Wesay I is finer than T2 if Ti Ztz
Wesay T is coarser than Tz if T Etr
Wesay T and Ty are comparable if Tietz or Tze

Basis of aTopology

It iseasier to restrict ourselves to a smaller Collectionofopen

sets that somehow generate the topology

Def Let X be a set A basis for a topologyon X is a

Collection B EPLx called basissets satisfying

a UB X
BeB

2 If XeB ABz Then 7 Bz EB St X EB EB NB
DarisJets



The topology generatedby B is defined as

TB VEX AU ABED St BEV

I U EX Visa union ofsets in 13304013

Notice that B ETB so basis sets are also open themsely

We need to Show that TB is a topology

a trivially DIXETB
2 trivially closedunder unions

3 It suffices toshow that AU Nz ETB VIRUET
why

useinduction
tojustify



LetVI UzETB
U2

V1

0

Write a vigorous
Proof OfThis

Ex B Brix tern no is a basis for

The standard topology MIR

Whatif westart with atopology How dowe find a basis

for it or how dowe know a given basis generates thattopolos

Lemmy Let XT be a topological space

Acollection BET is a bail that generates

tiffevery bet is a union ofelements in B



Prof 3 bydef

Postlect PacticeQations
1 Do the exerines above

2 Are Tio finite and Too countable tomparable whichis finer

when are they equal when an each equal to Tdiscrete

3 Considerthis other metric onR definedby

day 1En Hi gil Considerthe topology generatedby

openballs wit this metric showthat this topology is the

standard topology onIR

4 Define D a b I aiber show that this

is abasis for a topology on IR This topology iscalled the

lowerlimit topology How isthis comparable tothestandard

topology miR


